are reconstructed in a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 6.8 fb −1 collected by the CDF II detector at the Tevatron pp collider. All decay modes are observed with a significance of more than 10 σ, and we measure the B s meson can oscillate into its antiparticle via second order weak interaction transitions, which make its time evolution sensitive to contributions from new physics processes. Such contributions are not well constrained yet and might be responsible for the deviation from the standard model reported in Ref. [1] . The B [2] , which are predominantly CP -even and saturate ∆Γ s under certain theoretical assumptions [3, 4] , resulting in the relation
where Γ s = (Γ sL + Γ sH )/2 [5] . However, three-body modes may provide a significant contribution to ∆Γ s [6] . A finite value of ∆Γ s improves the experimental sensitivity to CP violation because it allows one to distinguish the two mass eigenstates via their decay time distribution. Furthermore, the B decays could be used in future to measure directly the lifetime of the CP -even eigenstate, which would complement the CP -odd eigenstate lifetime measurement in B 0 s → J/ψf 0 (980) decays [7] and provide additional information in the search for new physics contributions to
decay modes have been previously studied by the ALEPH, CDF, D0, and Belle collaborations [8] [9] [10] [11] . The current world average branching ratios [12] , which do not yet include the latest preliminary Belle results [13] , are B(B
In a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 6.8 fb The events for this analysis are selected online by identifying pairs of tracks detected in the COT and the silicon detector [15] . Minimal requirements on the momenta and the displacement of the tracks and the reconstructed decay vertex from the primary vertex are imposed.
We reconstruct D
decays from combinations of three tracks with appropriate charge and mass hypothesis assignments, fitted to a common vertex. Because the D
947 GeV/c 2 , centered on the known φ and K * 0 masses, respectively. According to the D [16] this requirement has a signal acceptance of about 75 % while covering only 14 % of the phase space and thus increasing the signalto-background ratio. In the following we will denote the selected K + K − and K − π + combinations as φ andK * 0 , respectively, since the dominant contributions come from these resonances. However, we implicitly include contributions from other resonances and interference effects when using these terms.
Pairs of D that is common to both B meson decays is used. The networks are trained on simulated signal events, described below, and on background events from the 5.45 to 6.5 GeV/c 2 B mass sideband. The input variables contain kinematic, lifetime, fit quality, and particle identification information. The B vertex displacement significance in the transverse plane gives the largest contribution to the discrimination power of both networks. The selection criteria on the network outputs are chosen such that they maximize the significance ǫ MC / √ N data , where ǫ MC is the B 0 s selection efficiency determined from simulation and N data is the number of data events in the B [16] . The generated events are processed by a geant3 based detector simulation [19] and the same reconstruction program as applied to real data events.
The relative branching ratios times production rate are determined in a simultaneous extended unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the (φπ
By simultaneously fitting all four distributions, the normalization of the B 0 reflections in the (K * 0 K + )(φπ − ) spectrum is constrained by the yields in the highstatistics (φπ 
are determined from simulation using empirical models. Background from random combinations of tracks and other B decays is described by an exponential plus a constant function with all parameters floated in the fit.
The yield of fully reconstructed B 0 mesons in the final state i, (φπ
given by
where
tot is the total number of produced B 0 mesons and is a free parameter in the fit, the branching ratios are taken from Ref. [12] , and the efficiency ǫ 
with f DsDs as a free parameter and N Systematic uncertainties on the fitted signal yields arise from the signal and background models. Because the width scale factors of the fully reconstructed signal components are allowed to float in the fit, the systematic uncertainties of these components are already included in the statistical errors. To estimate the systematic effect due to the fixed shapes of the partially reconstructed signal components and reflections, we repeat the fit multiple times with shape parameters randomly varied according to the covariance matrix of the fits of the shapes to simulated data. The mean deviations with respect to the central values are assigned as systematic uncertainties. The systematic uncertainties due to the background mass model are estimated from the changes in the results caused by using a second order polynomial instead of the sum of an exponential and a constant function. By applying the selection optimization procedure on the normalization instead of the signal mode we verified that a possible selection bias is negligible.
Systematic effects in the relative efficiency determination can be caused by a simulation that does not describe the data accurately. One source of systematic uncertainties is the trigger simulation, which can lead to a discrepancy in the B meson momentum spectrum. Although this effect cancels to first order in the ratio measurement, it is accounted for by a reweighting of the simulated cases, the 1σ lower bound of the world average short-lived eigenstate lifetime and the 1σ upper bound of the mean B 
